Greg Lozeau helps student in computer lab in Kohrman Hall.
Dr. Jerry Hamelink with representatives of American Axle in the Heat Transfer Lab in Kohrman Hall
PRAB robot on display in Kohrman Hall at a “Tech Expo”
Fashion Merchandising program at the “Tech Expo” in Kohrman Hall
Display of the student chapter of the National Association of Home Builders at the “Tech Expo” in Kohrman Hall
Society of Manufacturing Engineers student chapter, in front of Kohrman Hall early 80's
Larry Williams explains the Petroleum Distribution program to students at the “Tech Expo” in Kohrman Hall.
WMU President John T. Bernhard and retired Dean George E. Kohrman at the naming and dedication of Kohrman Hall in 1980.
Above, 1986 groundbreaking for the Welborn Hall renovation.

At left, unveiling renovation plans in 1982.
L. to R.: Dr. Peter Ellis, Kellogg Foundation; Homer Cox, Chair Printing Advisory Committee; Charles Thompson, Printing Advisory Committee; Dr. James Matthews, Dean College of Engineering and Applied Sciences; Dr. John Bernhard, WMU President
WMU President Diether Haenicke helps unveil the sign at the 1986 groundbreaking of the Welborn Hall renovation for the Printing Management and Research Center.
L. to R.: Dr. Robert E. Boughner and Dean James B. Matthews

Dr. Matthews served as Dean of the College of Engineering and Applied Sciences from 1983 to 1988.
L. to R.: President John Bernhard, PRAB Robots CEO Walter Wiesel, and faculty Robert Boughner, Fred Sitkins, and Jerry Hemmye discuss the gift of the PRAB robot to the College
Display for student chapter of the Society of Manufacturing Engineering at the “Tech Expo” in Kohrman Hall
The Sky Broncos celebrate their championship with a display in Kohrman Hall.
Dr. Harley Beam served as Interim Dean of the College of Engineering and Applied Sciences in 1988.
Dr. Leonard Lamberson was Dean of the College of Engineering and Applied Sciences from 1989 to 1999. He led the initial planning of the proposed new Engineering building.